Spatial and temporal comparison of selected cancers in dogs and humans, Michigan, USA, 1964-1994.
Our aim was to investigate the geographic and time distributions of some biologically similar neoplasms in dogs and humans living in Michigan, USA, between 1964 and 1994. Our objective was to describe and compare the patterns of cancer in the two species while assessing the strength and dependence of those patterns. In this retrospective, registry-based study, histologically confirmed incident human and canine cancer cases were mapped, and second-order (K function) spatial analysis and one-dimensional nearest neighbor temporal analysis were performed on residence addresses and dates of hospital discharge/diagnosis. Included in the study were all 528 incident cases of canine lymphosarcoma, mammary adenocarcinoma, melanoma and spindle-cell sarcomas diagnosed at a veterinary teaching hospital between 1964 and 1994 having residence addresses in Ingham, Oakland, and Wayne Counties; and a stratified random sample of 913 incident human cases of comparable cancers diagnosed during the same time period from the same counties. Results suggest that processes determining spatial aggregation of cases in dogs and humans were not independent of each other, did not act uniformly over different geographic areas, operated at spatial scales <2000 m regardless of species, and tend to act upon dogs more strongly at shorter distances than on humans. Little evidence of interspecies concurrence of temporal clustering was found.